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For years, from her home on a hill outside Nashville, River Jordan felt a call to travel to the
mystical Isle of Iona, off the coast of Scotland--the island that gave birth to Celtic Christianity. In
The Ancient Way she invites us to leave the sacred space of our homes and our lives and join
her on this pilgrimage.With the help of friends and the kindness of strangers, Jordan winds her
way across green mountains to late-night ferries, across islands and down one-way roads led by
the light of Iona and a trust in God. Along the way she explores ancient Celtic Christian practices
such as cherishing creation, trusting spiritual friendship, offering hospitality, creative imagination,
and honoring community--carrying them home with her to infuse her daily life.This is an intimate
story of imagination, of personal transformation, of stillness and prayer. It's also a quirky,
thoughtful guide for cultivating divine connection and creativity as we embark on our own wild
adventures, chasing after the mystery that calls us all.



1Additional Praise for River Jordan“River Jordan writes with a hard-bitten confidence
comparable to Ernest Hemingway. And yet, in the Southern tradition of William Faulkner, she
knits together sentences that can take your breath.”—Florida Today “River Jordan is the South’s
Anne Lamott: hilarious, authentic, irreverent, and breathtakingly insightful about all things
spiritual.”—Joy Jordan-Lake, author of A Tangled Mercy “Beautifully written, atmospheric.”—
Kirkus Reviews “Raw-boned. Unflinching. Gut-level honest.”—Bren McClain, author of One
Good Mama Bone “River Jordan’s words flat-out sing. One may speed-read the paper, the
grocery list, and the email, but not the words of River Jordan. Her stories court you to pace
yourself and give them their due.”—Shellie Rushing Tomlinson, author of Suck Your Stomach In
& Put Some Color On!: What Southern Mamas Tell Their Daughters that the Rest of Y’all Should
Know Too “River Jordan takes her reader deep into the human spirit.”—Patti Callahan Henry,
author of the New York Times bestseller Driftwood Summer “River Jordan’s melodious writing
lets you see-feel-taste the wind.”—Nicole Seitz, author of A Hundred Years of Happiness,
Trouble the Water, and The Spirit of Sweetgrass “River Jordan’s written words are as poetic and
enchanting as her name.”—Denise Hildreth, author of Where Living and Life Meet and Flying
Solo  “I always knew that River Jordan was a wellspring of stories; I just never knew they’d be so
breathtakingly beautiful.”—Lynne Hinton, author of Friendship Cake  and The Arms of God
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2For Saint James of Glasgow, for Iona,  and all the stories in between.
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3This is what the Lord says: Stand by the roadways and look. Ask about the ancient paths:
Which is the way to what is good? Then take it and find rest for yourselves.—Jeremiah
6:16 Out of Ireland they came, bearing Celtic names and breathing holy power.—“The Celtic
Missionaries of Ireland”

4Prologue: The Call of the BellsOnce upon a time in a land far away, a little girl ran away with the
Roma—or gypsies, as many called them. She was just six years old, and so was still true to her
own nature—a wild and beautiful thing.Before she ran away, the girl lived with her father and
mother, who had left the New Country to work in the Old Country, a few miles beyond the
ancient, walled city of Amberg, Germany. The girl felt she’d been exiled from the holy land of her
home on the shores of the swampy Gulf Coast of Florida. Without consent, she’d been ushered
to a cold place away from her beloved grandmother and her playmates and cousins. Being an
only child, she thought, as all only children do, I am all alone in this world. She never felt this to
be more true than during those first days when she had been taken so far from the faces she
knew and loved. To her, the grey skies of the Old Country were interminable, summers were
short, and sunshine, a rare and precious commodity.They lived in one of seven bland, six-story
buildings on the edge of vacant fields, and beyond those was a dark forest. These were the old
times, and the old ways still ran through the people and the land, and there remained room to
roam.One particular summer day, the girl was playing outside within the shadows of the
buildings, which marked the children’s boundary because it kept them within earshot of their
mothers. With windows open, a mother inside could hear the gentle sounds of play, or the cry of
a child in trouble, or, worse, if all suddenly turned to silence. Silence meant secrets, or rules
being broken. The girl always obeyed the rule of the shadow. Until the day she didn’t.If you are
ever lucky enough for Roma to come passing by you with their horses and wagons, you will hear
—as the little girl did that day—the tinkling of their bells, strung this way and that, announcing
their arrival long before they are seen. As the ground rocks beneath their feet, the bells sing out
the song of their freedom.We are free, and we are wild,and tonight we will dance beneath the
moon,below a canopy of stars.We shall laugh, and we shall drink, and we shall sing.We are
alive; we are alive; we are alive.First among the children to hear the bells, the girl stopped
playing and walked to the edge of the shadow, her eyes searching intently for the source of the
hypnotic sound. Soon the other children turned too, to gaze across the stretch of field as the
wagons rolled into view and then cut away toward the woods in the distance.The girl stepped out
into the light, cupping her hands to shelter her eyes from the sun for a better view. Without
another thought or a dare or permission, she dropped her hands and ran full force, determined
to catch the wagons. Timidly, a few other children followed, then all of them left in pursuit. This is



when the silence of the shadows began.A spark, an urgency, twinged through the girl’s body.
Soon she was far, far ahead of the other children. One by one they fell behind, until they had all
stopped and returned to the safety of the shadow. As the children’s shouts faded behind the girl,
she realized she alone was nearing the caravan.The sky was an ocean of blue, and the girl felt a
completely new sense of elation coursing through her—something that had been absent thus far
from her short, serious life. She reveled in this sense of emancipation. The sun was warm on the
top of her head, and her hair flew out long and loose over her shoulders, bouncing as she flew.
Her heart soared and her spirits lifted.Then the girl heard her name called, over and over. She
ran on as her mother’s voice grew fainter and more frantic. But suddenly, the girl felt a weight on
her heart, as if a rock had tumbled up from the ground and lodged in her chest. And as another
rock, and another, tumbled up and piled on, she knew with a deep sadness that she had to
return to the arms of her mother. She ran on, but her steps slowed, until finally she stopped and
stood still, her mother’s voice now a small flutter.The girl stood motionless, alone in the field,
watching the wagons until their sound became a mere echo of bells. Until their coming and going
seemed but a dream. Then the girl, head hung low, turned. And in sad, plodding steps she
walked back into the shadow that wasn’t her life.

ITrusting the WindKublai asked Marco:“You, who go about exploringand who see signs,can tell
me toward which of these futuresthe favoring winds are driving us.”—Calvino I want to seize fate
by the throat.—Ludwig van Beethoven I shall never believe that God plays dice with the world.—
Albert Einstein

1Songlines and Saltwater CowboysI was born a saltwater girl and raised in the swampy land that
runs along the Gulf of Mexico. You can stand on the beach and hear the waves roll in and, with
white sand beneath your feet, throw a rock to hit a brackish lake. Drive a few miles inland and the
brackish turns to clear blue springs, creeks full of freshwater fish, and pine trees. It is a place
filled with such wonders as honeysuckle vines, magnolia trees, and blackberries growing in
patches that have gone to wild. Heat-lightning storms on August nights. Full-moon summers.
The southern landscape an intoxication as the earth longs for your embrace.Among those who
understand the earth’s reach for our embrace are indigenous peoples. In Australia the
indigenous people have an ancient form of communication known as songlines. As someone
who is not a part of that culture, I am hard pressed to completely understand and communicate
what songlines are, and what they are not. In spite of this limitation, I offer my humble
attempt.Songlines are memorized and handed down from generation to generation as a way of
connecting people to their ancestors and to the divine. Songlines tell stories, but they also show
the way back and the way forward. Some songlines can be used as a literal map, as they tell the
geography of a region. Some songlines are ancient, such as “The Tale of the Seven Sisters,” an
epic story of mystery and creation that weaves across the Australian landscape and reaches up
into the skies.Imagine an album by one of your favorite artists—say, The White Album by the



Beatles, or Tina Turner’s Private Dancer—as a detailed story that shows you how to drive the
historic Route 66, describing how the landscape will change as you travel, what weather you can
expect along the way, what types of plants you will discover, and which ones are edible or
medicinal; the wildlife you will likely encounter, which ones you can eat, and which might try to
eat you. As if that were not enough, imagine that it tells you about your ancestors who traveled
Route 66 before you, recounting their lives, their stories, their bravery, and the lessons they
learned along the way. It speaks to you of something called “dreamtime” and of how all things
came to be.Now imagine there is a song for every road in your village or city, your state or
province, your country and continent. And that these songs have been handed down for
generations, providing a library of oral history that encapsulates the entire life of a people, their
history, their creation, the landscape of the earth and the skies that tie them to the Creator. In this
way the songlines become a tapestry of the people and can be used to navigate the way forward
to your destination, whether that is literally to travel from the mountains to the sea, or is the
landscape of metaphor—to travel within yourself to search out your soul and discover what you
might find in the spirit world.Although songlines seem a world away from me in distance and
culture, one day several years ago I began considering them. They spoke to me in ways I
understood. They told stories that were integral to the land, to finding my way both by the power
of story and by knowing well the dirt where I walk. The event I’m about to recount was the first of
a set of coincidences that crisscrossed my path, related to Celtic Christianity. I began to follow,
letting them lead me along like one of the songlines of Australia—or the bells of a passing
caravan.This particular March day, I was in Apalachicola, Florida, a place I had visited frequently
since childhood, an hour from my hometown of Panama City. The beaches of the Gulf Coast
take a natural curve just before Apalachicola, forming a bay. As a result, rather than white sand,
one discovers a beach of shells, and waters with just the right mix of brine to make oyster beds
spring to life and produce oysters fit for kings and gods. (All oyster eaters are in agreement on
this.)This is a place of fishermen, shrimpers, and oystermen who stride high and mighty on the
land like saltwater cowboys. They are heroes with rough hands and red necks and creases
about their eyes. Their hair is bleached to blonde, or sometimes white, by so many hours in the
sun. They can look at the sky and smell the air and know if there will be calm seas or if a gale is
brewing. Or if it will be a bad year for hurricanes. One shrimper looked out at the waves one
afternoon long ago, then turned to me and said, “It’s gonna be a bad one for the storms this
year.” He nodded at me, then looked back out to the horizon, up to the skies, squinting in spite of
the clouds, and added, “It’s the back side of a ’cane that’ll kill you.”They are connected to the
land this way; they feel its rhythms and its breathing. Saltwater isn’t something they simply use to
catch their count and haul it ashore. Saltwater runs in their veins; the Gulf of Mexico is their
sister, for which they are exceedingly thankful. And there is always plenty of time. That’s what
land like this tells you. No need to hurry. We’ve got all the time we need right here in our
pocket.Over the years, tourists wandered up this way, as did retirees craving the quiet, sleepy
cove of Apalachicola (or “Apalach,” to locals). Here, progress had paused. It was like stepping



through a portal of time. Things remained unchanged. Until they didn’t.Small stores sprang up,
little cottages, tiny coffee shops. The kind of quaint, local businesses that catered to visitors.
Still, the fishermen, the shrimpers, the oystermen walked the streets, sat at the bars, not quite
irritated with this new tide of locals and day-trippers. Not just yet, anyway. To them it was still a
workingman’s paradise.One anomaly of the city was the Gibson Inn. It towered beside the water.
Built in 1907 when the city was in its heyday of lumber mills and commerce, it claimed the
skyline at three stories tall, all wrapped in porches that looked out at the water. The Gibson is
older now but still a glory to behold. Its beauty mostly speaks of times gone by, a reminder of
what the town once was, and a testament to what it could be again. After all, there are all those
rooms. Such possibilities.I was in Apalachicola to give a book reading. The annual Friends of the
Library event had become quite a hit, featuring various authors who came to share their stories
with locals and visitors alike. The literary world mixing with the landscape. The men in their high-
water boots sitting at the bar, smelling of salt, sun, and fresh fish. I had gladly accepted the
invitation to be one of the visiting authors, glad for a chance to go “home” again.While waiting for
the event to get underway, I was surprised to see a friend and her husband walk in. Over five
hundred miles from where we both lived in Nashville, we were delighted to run into each other. It
turned out Mary and Roland Grey had a house on St. George Island nearby. She invited me to
join them the following Sunday at their Episcopal church. The church was small and welcoming,
reminding me of the chapel I had attended as a girl far out on the west end of Panama City
Beach. The taste of salt in the air and the sound of wind slapping and snapping the great, green
palm leaves were a comfort.After the service my friends introduced me to the priest. Somewhere
during those few moments over a cup of coffee someone said the name “Iona,” and my heart
quickened.“Iona?” I tasted the word on my tongue, noticing how the edges of it felt alive.The
priest said she led a small group to Iona every year on pilgrimage. There was a glow about her
eyes as she spoke—one I would come to recognize as the light that name elicits in many. A
token of due reverence.“Take me with you!” I said, not missing a beat. “Really, I want to go.”She
told me to call her anytime, and she would share details and dates for the coming year. In the
months that followed, I called and left multiple messages. I’m not certain what happened. Maybe
she called back to say they had met their quota or that they weren’t going that year, and for
some reason I didn’t receive the message. Or maybe she never called back. Whatever the case,
I didn’t get to go to Iona that year after all.But the longing for Iona continued building in me. It
didn’t grow like the idea of a luxury vacation. Rather, it had the mysterious pull of something else
entirely. I just didn’t know what. Not yet.During that time, I had a conversation with the writer
Robert Benson, who told me that the power of Iona had reached him too, all the way down in
southern Alabama, its influence threading into his life. His wife, a Methodist minister, had visited
Iona numerous times, and every time, she brought something of it away with her, something
ethereal yet tangible. Although he had never been to Scotland, he felt he had experienced the
light of Iona through her. Our conversation reinforced in me the sense of a mystical portal to
something I didn’t know but longed to touch. Something I longed to see and to test for myself. I



sensed I belonged there.I knew Iona was an island in Scotland, and that according to some
references, it was “the birthplace of Celtic Christianity.” Beyond that I knew nothing. So I began
my research where everyone does nowadays. I googled.Iona, I read, is one of the outermost
islands of Scotland. On the island are the ruins of an old nunnery, a graveyard holding the bones
of kings, and an abbey reconstructed on the site of an ancient monastery founded by the Irish
monk Columba. This matter is of great importance as it involves the birth of what we know as
Celtic Christianity, a mysterious spirituality threaded with history, defeat, and a mystery no one
has seemed able to fully unravel.This longing I began to feel for Iona and for a deeper
understanding of Celtic Christianity had no particular basis for being. There was nothing wrong
with my own spiritual experience. I was happy with my upbringing in the Episcopal church. I had
also been happy attending nondenominational churches for a number of years. They filled in
certain places in my heart, offering an enthusiasm I didn’t always find in the more sedate church
environment of my -growing-up years. But it was the practice of kneeling at the altar for
communion, drinking from a common chalice, that I missed most. Eventually, even though my
years at a nondenominational church put me in community with some of the warmest and most
welcoming people I had ever known, my desire for the sacramental celebration of Holy
Communion called to me. A longing for the tradition of my childhood. Growing older and finding
comfort in the common things of deep memory. That little Episcopal chapel on the beach. A
somber black cross against a white wall. The candlelight service on Christmas Eve. My father
still living among us. Yes, perhaps it was this comfort of memory. But still, I longed for deeper
waters. For something beyond the veiled curtain. Something I would later describe as more a
returning than a finding.I considered converting to Catholicism. The newly elected Pope Francis
was the pope of the working person. No frills, no lace, no waste. These were my people, I said to
myself. I called a priest to set up a conference so I could ask him some questions. He never
called back.I shuffled through my mental “rolodex” of mystical branches of the Christian faith:
Catholicism, Eastern Orthodox, Greek Orthodox. My friend Scott Cairns is Greek Orthodox, a
writer and a learned man of true faith, someone I respect. Also, I had a history with people of
Greek ethnicity. I adored them. And since I could pass for Greek, they liked me back. But I didn’t
convert.Instead, I whispered the name “Iona,” like a clue of some great significance. By now, it
had been mentioned to me a dozen times in short succession.Then I googled something else:
the ticket price to Scotland. My heart fell. I didn’t have that kind of money.
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sparky, “The Path. The Ancient Way is a beautifully written true story of the author's journey to
find spiritual enlightenment on the obstacled path toward the sacred space in Scotland known
as Iona, a place where monks once also journeyed, prayed, fasted, sang....all for the sake of
finding a sacred place within themselves. Throughout the course of the book, the author's brave
commitment to her journey remained solid in spite of several delays that each of us would surely
face. Readers will be mesmerized by the pure simplicity with which the author recounts her story.
They will be touched by the many obstacles in her path. They will be strengthened by her
perseverance, and most of all, they will want to shout a Hallelujah as she takes her first steps
onto the sacred isle. Because we have journeyed with her every step of the way. The Ancient
Way offers us a compelling, intriguing, almost beguiling opportunity to enhance our own sense
of spirituality, to appreciate the travails of our ancestors, and to rejoice in that single step....the
step onto that most sacred Isle of Iona. I recommend this book for all readers who appreciate the
journeys of others and who, most of all, seek a journey of their own. Well done, River. Well done!”

Brandy, “A Journey Worth Taking. I was so happy when I saw that River Jordan had written a new
book! As soon as The Ancient Way arrived at my house, I dove in, prepared to be swept away
and I was not disappointed. From River's description of the solar eclipse in Nashville to the light
of Iona when she finally arrived, you'll be glad that you came along for the journey. I found myself
smiling more than once and the people that she met will live in my memory for a long time. For
me, this book was a reminder to slow down and see the treasures of each day. I'm so glad that
River recorded her pilgrimage to Iona. It's a pilgrimage I hope to make myself one day and I'm
sure I will!”

S. Densmore, “Reading this is a pilgimage of discovery and joy!. River Jordon is an exquisite
writer, down to earth and detailed, creating a labyrinthian description of her journey to the
sacred Isle of Iona. I have experienced the call of Iona and journeyed there myself 3 times over
the years. My husband of 36 years and I became engaged there the first trip. So this place has
very special meaning to me.  Thank you River for this gift.”

Jodie Gualco, “Book. Enjoyed thoroughly. Bought a Celtic cross”

Kay T, “Light of the Soul. I am not a formal/experienced reviewer, but this book has been on my
mind so much since reading it that I must attempt to say how much it means to my heart. I have
loved River Jordan's work since discovering her first novel (The Gin Girl); it and every book that
followed has gone straight to my favorites list. There isn't another author who so frequently
compels me to gasp, stop reading, and admire (and often jot down) a turn of phrase or a
beautiful description. The two most recent (Praying for Strangers /Confessions of a Christian
Mystic) I've purchased as e-books also, just to be able to highlight passages. (They are also



wonderful gifts, especially inspiring during this time of uncertainty.)That said, I read The Ancient
Way in one sitting for the travel story (nail-biting adventures) and then again to savor the
language and the light from her soul that glows into the pages. I would not have had the courage
to travel in the adventurous way she did, with the uncertainties of what each leg of the trip would
present, but her spirit and courage was an inspiration. What memories she will enjoy the rest of
her life, and the friends made along the way are priceless.My realization of my own thin place
was explained as I read of her passionate quest for the full experience of Iona. I am so
appreciative of River for sharing her journey and for her perfect words describing such a
meaningful place to her. My goal from a very young age was to visit Australia, and the reality a
few years ago was delightful beyond expectations. But the very air of Uluru unexpectedly drew
me into my own Dreamtime. I truly believe now that the magnetism of that sacred area was the
core of my yearning.Others have written excellent reviews of this book, and I highly recommend
them for more in-depth information, as I had such a personal reaction. My hope is that all who
read it will be inspired to take a journey to find their own Thin Place.”

Eric Wilson, “A Winding Road. River Jordan is one of my favorite authors. For years, she has
given us tales of both fact and fiction which touch on deep truths. Whether she is putting her own
life into perspective by caring for others in Praying for Strangers, or giving us a poetic yet intense
spiritual battle for the life of a small Southern town in The Messenger of Magnolia Street, Jordan
never fails to make us think and feel in new ways.The Ancient Way finds her once again leading
us on a journey, this time to the roots of Celtic Christianity in Scotland. It's a winding road,
literally putting obstacle after obstacle in her path, but also emotionally asking her to rethink her
faith in the midst of personal upheaval--a painful divorce and struggles with adult children. River
never sinks into self-pity, but allows us to empathize and fall in alongside her on her circuitous
journey. She challenges us to feel things we have pushed down and to reconsider things we
thought we understood.In many ways, The Ancient Way is a breezy read, almost River-Jordan
lite, but the magic is in her ability to capture so much wisdom in so few words. Her chapters are
earthy, relatable, tinged with darkness and brimming with light. Once again, I am thankful to have
taken a journey through one of her books. I always come out on the other side like a person
arriving in a new country, full of excitement, anticipation, and hope.”

The book by River Jordan has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 42 people have provided feedback.
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